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Abstract
CSC Sky provides a visual presentation of Chandra Source Catalog (CSC) data to
users through Google Earth. Professional and amateur astronomers can quickly
scan through the sky or use Google Earth's search features to navigate to a
specific location by name or by position. Photometrically correct tricolor images
detailing detected Xray emissions contained in the catalog are displayed within
outlined instrument fields of view. Layers and transparency adjustment facilitate
overlays with other publically available information such as optical or infrared
data. Real time queries via the catalog public interface provide source markers for
the viewable area of the sky. Clicking on any displayed source marker invokes a
balloon of principal source properties as well as a link to the source catalog for
data product retrieval.
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CSC Sky Overview
CSC Sky is a Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file providing access to observation
data from the Chandra Xray Observatory. The file works in Google Earth in Sky
Mode to present information in an intuitive, easy to navigate geocentric manner.
Users are free to zoom and pan through the heavens. Right ascension, declination,
and altitude are displayed across the bottom of the window. Numerous precanned
layers exist to overlay constellations, real time locations of celestial bodies, and images
taken by various missions including the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).

The current release of CSC Sky combines real time database access to the
Chandra Source Catalog with access to pipeline processed data that were
extracted from the catalog archive. This paper will discuss some of the design
choices that were made to provide aesthetically pleasing yet scientifically correct
images while maintaining an easytouse interface. Constraints such as time,
data volume, and processing power have their roles in shaping projects. We will
note how these factors impacted the development of CSC Sky.
Finally, we will conclude by looking at enhancements in features, interoperability,
and data presentation.

Support for the development of CSC Sky is provided by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration through the Chandra Xray Center, which is operated
by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory for and on behalf of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under contract NAS803060.

Startup Performance
The initial prototype of CSC Sky utilized a single Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file
which provided overlay information at three blocking levels for each observation (OBI)
in the Chandra Source Catalog. At startup the entire 10 megabyte file was read.
To improve startup time, we converted the file to use network links. We split the original
file into over 11,000 component files. A base file, which is loaded at startup, identifies
each OBI's position in the sky and contains links to load the appropriate component
subfile when the OBI is viewable on the screen. The component files are only accessed
when needed and once accessed, set up links to further load subcomponents as
necessary. Since only the base file (2.5 megs) is loaded at startup, the initial load volume
was reduced by 75 percent.

Image Processing
CSC Sky attempts to present Xray data in Google Earth in an aesthetically pleasing
manner without compromising the data's scientific integrity. The image data displayed in
CSC Sky were extracted from the Chandra Source Catalog and are publicly available. We
started by retrieving the exposure maps and images for all catalog observations. The data
were thresholded to account for background oversubtraction and to remove artificially
bright pixels. The component energy bands were then combined using the Lupton et al
[acXiv:astroph/0312483v1] algorithm to generate tricolor images. For ACIS the soft
energy band was mapped to the red channel, the medium was mapped to the green
channel, and the high was mapped to the blue channel. Each channel was scaled by the
mean and then the channels were scaled together. The resultant images were then
smoothed using a 1 pixel sigma Gaussian to remove the Moire pattern visible when
Google Earth regrids the images. The processing was performed on a cluster running a
batch script.

Mosaics from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and from the Digitized Sky Survey
(DSS) provide the cosmic canvas used to present information. For CSC Sky, the data
encompass more than 5,000 photometrically correct Xray images from observations
contained in the Chandra Source Catalog, overlays of detector fields of view, and
observation details retrieved through WebChaser. In addition, CSC Sky also queries
the Chandra Source Catalog to provide source properties and location markers for
more than 106,000 distinct Xray sources detected over the first 8.5 years of the
mission.

Data Volume
The largest constraint for CSC Sky is the sheer volume of information to present. The
current release of the Chandra Source Catalog contains over 5,000 observations and
more than 106,000 distinct master sources. CSC Sky provides access to the image data,
instrument fields of view, and overview information for each observation in the
catalog. It also facilitates access to basic properties for Xray sources in the catalog.

Instrument Fields of View
CSC Sky displays instrument fields of view (FOVs) of all observations that have been
taken by Chandra. The FOVs are color coded to specify instrument and gratings
configurations and are listed in the navigation panel sequentially by observation id
(obsid). Each entry contains the obsid, target name, detector icon, and visibility toggle.
Clicking on a FOV or an entry in the list invokes a balloon containing observation
information and a link to a WebChaser page that provides observation details.

Numerous steps were taken to reduce the image data volume in CSC Sky. By taking
advantage of KML's level of detail (LOD) functionality and viewRefreshMode settings,
we reduced the loading of images to only occur when the display is zoomed in
sufficiently to require the detail available in the blocked images. This allowed us to
rescale our initial images (all 2k x 2k) without significant loss of detail.

Using zip to compress our base level KML file also reduced our download volume. The
base file was deflated 92 percent (from 2,487,321 bytes in the KML to 206,334 bytes in the
KMZ). We considered the trade off of bandwidth vs cpu time (for uncompressing the
KMZ on the client side) and opted for the improved download speed. Utilizing these
changes, CSC Sky's initial startup time was reduced from over 30 seconds of wall clock
time to a few seconds.

The top level (zoomed out) images were trimmed down to 512x 512 pixels. The other
images were rescaled to be 1k x 1k. By converting our zoomed in images from 24 bit
true color visuals to 8 bit pseudo color, we were able to even further reduce our image
volume.

Overlapping Observations
Since all observations (OBIs) are processed
independently rather than as a single
mosaic, we need to handle overlaps of OBIs.
CSC Sky utilizes KML drawOrder tags based
on OBI exposure lengths to determine
rendering order. The figure on the left
illustrates the amount of overlap of all
observations for a particular region of the
sky.
The figure on the right is a subset of the OBIs
of the same area of the sky that are included
in the catalog. A large number of the OBIs
have been filtered out via Google Earth's
visibility toggles to ease viewing. In addition
to toggling overlays, transparency levels of
individual overlays can be adjusted via a
slider widget.

Source Pushpins
CSC Sky uses real time queries to the Chandra Source Catalog to provide the user
with a list of master sources when the area of the sky displayed in Google Earth
spans a diameter of less than approximately five arc degrees.

The queries are performed via a network link which executes a CGI script to access
the Chandra Source Catalog's public commandline interface. Using cURL, a query
is performed and the resultant VO table is piped to a python script where it is
parsed into a KML template to create placemarks for each source and
corresponding balloons containing detector specific source properties. Clicking on
any of the source markers invokes a balloon which displays a subset of catalog

In the figure on the left, a single OBI was left
visible. The user can now clearly see the
Andromeda galaxy below the FOV. The area
within the FOV where no photon activity
was detected is intentionally black to ease
viewing over background images. The area
outside the FOV was set transparent to allow
the background to be visible.

http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/googlecat

information for the selected source.
Use of Google Earth's network link
functionality allows the source list to
dynamically update (2 seconds after the
end of mouse motion in our case). The
update replaces the old source markers
and list in the navigation panel with
data corresponding to the current
location.

Due to the volume of data that needs to be handled, the FOVs are preprocessed into
KML region files. The FOV fits files are retrieved from the archive and header
keywords are extracted to obtain observation information. The detector regions are
read and remapped to have RA run between 180 and 180 for display in Google Earth.
The data are inserted into template files to generate placemark KML files. Two sets of
of placemarks are maintained one containing all FOVs and one containing FOVs of
observations included in the Chandra Source Catalog. The two sets are maintained
separately to allow them to be updated individually. The catalog FOVs only need to
be updated when new versions of the source catalog are released while the list of all
FOVs can be set up as a periodic cron job to ensure that the full list remains relatively
current.

Conclusions
Google Earth in Sky Mode affords users the ability to browse the heavens in an easy to
navigate manner. Its support of overlays, transparencies, visibility toggles, and other
features make it a powerful tool for data presentation. CSC Sky takes advantage of
many of these features and offers everyone (not just professional astronomers) access to
the wealth of information available in the Chandra Source Catalog. As an educational
tool, it can provide students and amateur astronomers an introduction to astrophysics
and stimulate their interest. Educators can easily add custom tours incorporating
various multimedia features such as movie clips and images. As a proposal planning
aid, it provides details as to which areas of the sky yearn to be explored. As a
professional tool, it serves as an entry point to the Chandra Source Catalog.
While CSC Sky provides much, there is still room for improvement. The current version
utilizes already processed level 3 data files from the source catalog to provide
information to users. Due to scheduling constraints and release schedules, processed
mission data including blocked images were used to display Xray sources.
Reprocessing the data to allow super overlays to be created would also allow for all
Chandra observations, including those not in the catalog, to be accessed in CSC Sky. A
single layer allsky mosaic of Xray emissions could potentially be added which could
easily be toggled on or off to allow comparisons with mosaics from other missions.
As the Google Earth interface supports html and java script within source balloon
descriptions, much more complex information balloons are conceivable. One can easily
expand the information presented in the balloons to add tabs to organize the data by
category. Additional content such as observation details, quick look images and plots,
and links to data from other missions are possibilities. Finally, access to the data
through direct links or through interprocess communication such as Simple
Application Messaging Protocol (SAMP) would considerably extend functionality.
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Support of the development of CSC Sky is provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration through the Chandra Xray Center, which is operated by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory for and on behalf of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under contract NAS803060.

